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W hat is
sa
tin stic
h embr
oider
y?
satin
stich
embroider
oidery?
From ancient times women from all countries engaged art
of embroidering. Hand crafted items were used on clothes,
household and religious items. Ability to craft in general, and
to stitch in particular helped women to gain respect of the
society and made a good living out of it. It was a well respected art and unique opportunity to bring creativity to
ordinary life.
Modern woman is no longer confined to
housework. She can be a very successful leader
and professional on one hand, and she can also
dedicate her talents to her family. Satin
embroidery survived many centuries and it is by
no means redundant in modern life. In fact
embroidery opens unique opportunity to relief
stress of modern life and take a deep breath of
fresh air from source of physical and spiritual
powers that is hidden in every person’s
subconscience.
Modem psychotherapy uses handcrafts in
search for new ways of restoring inner
harmony. Satin stitching is one of the best
ways to relax and on another hand spend
time productively engaging in useful in and
modem form of art.

This style often referred to
differently such as “art
embroidery”, “satin stitch”,
“free style embroidery” and
others. The names might be
different but they all mean the
same thing - beautiful and
universal stitching as form of
art.
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It is easy!
Satin stitching is best compared with colour
pencils drawing. Every child tried that kind of
drawing and even though you might be called
grown-up now, and probably have your own kids,
you must have intuitive memories of how to fill
sketch with colour paint. This is one of the reasons why satin stitch is so accessible, even to
children.

Instead of colour pencils you will need to
use coloured threads and needles, and instead
of paper you will use fabric. Design will need
to be transferred to fabric and then “painted”
with threads. Everything is reall that simple!

Using ready made design sketch and step by step guides you will be
able to suprise your relatives and friends with great art masterpieces made
by you!
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It`s the rreal
eal lif
e!
life!
Its a myth that stitching takes lots of time and requires significant effort! Well, it
might be true to a degree for cross-stitching, however satin stitch is different!
You will not need any special fabrics to satin stitch on and primary skills can be
easily acquired. Apart from desire to stitch and accuracy with needle you will need to
familiarise yourself with two main stitches.
A few of our designs are shown on the following pictures
Designs marked with 1 star are the
most accessible and recommended for
beginners. These designs are meant to
be done using threads with changing colours.

Designs with 2 stars will
require some experience, but
even with these only 2 types of
stitches will allow you to achieve great
looking results. I need about 2 hours to
create this model.
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Designs sketches can be doen
very quickly.

According to our
calculations satin stitching of
a ready made step by step
design takes no more time than crossstitching the same model. The difference in
looks, especially at close distance, will be
unforgettable! This rose took me about 4
hours.
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Sa
tin stic
h Benef
its
Satin
stich
Benefits
One of the major satin stitch
benefits is that designs are
universal and can be applied to
multiple items such as clothes of
various fabrics, portraits or
decorative patches for knitwear.

Stitched portraits will take first
place among in-house decorations,
and fancy satin stitched patches is
in fashion every season!

Each and every of our designs fits
well clothes and portraits. You will be
able to create great works one after
another! For example if you liked a
particular
model you will be able to stitch it
again and again, changing fabrics,
sizes and colour of threads. Once

Ha
ve
Hav
Buy our big white
elephants as no one else
has got any bigger than
ours!!!
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We are two artists creating individual clothing in different styles (batik, freeform,
acryl).
We are supporting and realizing ideas of freedom, creativity and individual selfexpression. Every human being is unique, and we’re helping people to disclose their
very special personality and find new ways to effect their social life and spirituality.
We are deeply respecting traditional arts of every country of our planet and
trying to integrate its achievements and treasures into a modern life. In our collections
we are combining comfort of casual style and beauty of traditional culture in modern
way of thinking.
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